
The one promise I made to myself as my home was under 
construction was that I would always maintain it and 
update it for MY enjoyment, rather than wait until it was 
time to market it to a new family. And I have kept that 
promise! That is one of the major reasons I love spending 
time at home. 

I find this home to be both a comfort and an inspiration. 
Mornings and evenings are my favorites in this home due 
to the beautiful way the light changes. The morning light 
on the back side of the house makes the backyard such a 
lovely place to spend time puttering in the planting beds, or 
just sitting with a cup of coffee. During warm months, 
butterflies and Cardinals abound! There is even the 
occasional hummingbird. It's a peaceful way to begin the 
day. Even just the view of the beautiful backyard from 
indoors is just so satisfying and lends a sense of "all's right 
with the world". And on chilly evenings, the copper, 
natural gas fed fire pit makes for a cozy ambience ( and 
S'mores!) 

There are so many things that set this house apart from 
others, in addition to simply the beautiful colors and 
design. So much attention to detail means that there are 
plenty of electrical outlets just where we all need them, 
including INSIDE some of the cabinetry. And the electrical 
outlets and USB ports just under the kitchen and bar 
cabinets mean that EVERYONE has a place to recharge 
those ever-present devices we all seem to be tethered to!! 

My family and guests love that their every need has been 
thought through, including the coffee bar and beverage 
fridge that is on the second floor. My goal was to make the 
second floor a place where family and guests could relax in 
their own space ... much like a luxury hotel suite. Everyone 
has a TV in their private space, as well as their own 
bathroom and closet space. (I think maybe it is almost 
TOO inviting sometimes! J ) 

But I think the two favorite aspects of this home for me and 
for EVERYONE are the kitchen/family room and the 
POOL. Again, I tried to think of everything as the pool 






